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ABSTRACT: Distributed computing takes a shot at the wide system, which spreads around the world. Consequently, 

Cloud Forensics can be seen as a subset of Network Forensics. The center system still stays as the digital legal 

examination of the system. Be that as it may, when the information is erased, it turns into the essential wellspring of 

proof in advanced crime scene investigation. In Cloud Forensics, it will be a test to recoup the erased information, 

distinguish information proprietor, and utilize that information for occasion remaking. The cloud specialist co-ops 

(CSPs) and the clients presently can't seem to actualize cloud legal capacities which will bolster the examination in the 

event that if any assault has occurred or information robbery happens. This execution requires fundamental 

comprehension of cloud legal sciences specialized issues, difficulties, devices and innovations. The CSP’s must 

establish methods, define, implement and establish the support using the forensic capabilities for investigation of the 

cybercrime, the three dimensions of the cloud forensics includes the cloud based technological dimension, cloud 

sourced organizational dimension and legal complexity based jurisdictional dimension. 

 
KEYWORDS: cloud computing system (CCS); Cyber forensics; Cloud Forensic Techniques; Cloud Computing 

ecosystem 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In cloud computing system (CCS), has the three provision models have three confronts exclusive to cloud forensics. 

Each service facility form level for CCS shares inequitable liability with the CSP. This association grounds sole 

confronts when conducting cloud cyber forensics inspections, as any catastrophe can thwart proof from being tolerable 

in a patio of ruling. Due to hybrid CCS multi-tenancy servers, data is residing in the multiple data centers set in various 

countries jurisdiction this poses the legal jurisdictional challenges. As may CSP’s may not always operate in the favor 

of users for conducting forensic investigation, as it consume time, money, computing resources for issues which 

bothers them least. In cyber cloud computing systems the users are victims of the cybercrime over Internet, as cloud is 

Internet based computing engine. Cyber forensics is still evolving, it is right time to implement it for investigating the 

criminal activities over cloud, which assists users to pay their attention in fighting and thwarting the criminal and 

illegal activities committed over the cloud, which cause the harm to users computing resources and his business, due to 

increasing in the cloud security risks are expanding in day-by-day exponentially at infinite speed. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

This section describes few of the available cloud forensics process and tools. The paper “A Comparative Analysis of 

Cloud Forensic Techniques in IaaS “ by Palash Santra, Asmita Roy and Koushik Majumder presented the cloud 

forensic process presented in figure 2. The paper “An Analytical Comparative Approach of Cloud Forensic Tools 

during Cyber Attacks in Cloud”, SocProS 2017, Volume 2, presents the cloud forensics steps presented in figure 1 

 

 
Figure 1 Cloud forensic steps 
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Figure 2    Cloud forensic process 

The authors also present the list of popularly available tools some of them are Digital forensics frameworks, 

Open computer forensics architecture, CAINE, X-Ways forensics, SANS investigative forensics toolkit (SIFT), 

Encase, Registry recon, Sleuth Kit (+Autopsy), Libforensics, Volatility, Windows SCOPE, Corner’s toolkit, 

Oxygen forensic suite, Bulk extractor, Xplico, Mandiant Redline, Computer online forensic evidence extractor 

(COFEE), P2eXplorer, PlainSigh, XRY, HELIX3, Cellebrite UFED, FTK imager, DEFT, and Bulk extractor. 

Forensic tools summary presented in table 1.6. The FROST and UFED analyzer has also been discussed.[7] 

 
Table 1 forensics tools in 2019 for cloud applications 
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III.  CLOUD FORENSIC DIMENSIONS 

 

A. Cloud based technological dimension – 
 

The Cloud based technological dimension insists the tools to execute the cyber forensic research investigations in 

Cloud Computing ecosystem. The methods includes the data gathering, assimilation, live forensics, documentation of 

the media, proof substantiation and segregation, in virtual and physical environment with hands-on measures. Data 

assimilation includes gathering data, naming and labeling the data, and documenting it. 

The data embraces hosted in infra of CSP and data hosted in consumer end. This data should be time stamped 

assimilated at regular time intervals with snapshots. The tools and techniques vary for each cloud service deployment 

and model utilized to consume the cloud service From literature survey and our own research it is revealed that the 

forensic evident data includes the objet d'art hosted on client user premises (on premise) and CSP side artifacts hosted 

in the CSP infra. The methods with relevant tools and techniques followed to incorporate and assimilate the forensic 

records fluctuate with the cloud service replica of data accountability.  The data gathering progression must safeguard 

the data reliability, with clear cut definite duties segregation between the end-user and CSP. This should not overlap or 

breach the data retention policies, rules, regulations, standard procedures, data laws, in the influence followed 

everywhere the information is gathered, or the data secrecy, of erstwhile multilateral tenants, data availability is 

compromised with the resources shared. For instance in public cloud service offerings the CSP work of art may need 

the data isolation of the resident while this is not required in public clouds.Due to swift elasticity and suppleness of 

cloud services offered and consumed the cloud forensic equipment’s have to be resilient whence the cloud service 

resources are offered and de-provisioned based on claim. In almost all cases involve extensively scaled static as well as 

online live forensic tools for data capturing (inclusive of the volatile data compilation), recovery of data, inspection of 

proof, analysis and validation of the proof by pooling of resources, and sharing the infra, The complete progression of 

isolating the proof in the bulky CCS includes the complete compartmentalization, consequently the forensic measures, 

technology and tools devised must group the forensic data among the multiparty tenants among the various cloud 

service deployment and model based offerings. In cloud virtualization hypervisors, Dockers container, and server-less 

computing systems enquiry measures are virtually non-existent. In cloud another facade is by the data loss and its 

control. The cyber forensic tools, techniques, and measures must be devised to locate the physically existing forensic 

records with precise time-stamped data with due concern in jurisdictional issues proactive channel be able to 

appreciably aid cloud forensic examination.   Some instance include the safeguarding the storage snapshots captured 

regularly, tracking the  certification of access controlling systems, in addition performing the object/data –level third 

party level auditing and certification of the all the logs/accesses. 

 

B. Cloud sourced organizational dimension 

The cloud based technological dimension, arises whence the multiparty multilateral parties like CSP’s and cloud 

service consumers, tenants, third parties etc and cloud service end users are involved. The cloud forensic 

investigation amplifies when the CSP produces and offers their designed cloud services.The CSP must 

correspond with third-parties for their proficiency skill in the cyber forensic Investigation with expertise in 

computing system infra, storage and networks security, ethical hacking activities, cloud security architects may 

assists forensic investigators at the cybercrime medias and scenarios.  

The scope of the forensic study amplify while a CSP offers a paid services to service consumers, various cloud 

entities involved in the process of the cloud cyber forensics investigation processDue to more chain of 

dependencies in cloud applications within one another CSP and other hybrid cloud offerings due to dynamically 

changing cloud business. In this situation the cloud cyber digital forensic investigation is carried on each chain 

links of dependencies. The disruption of responsibilities co-ordination of the link, or corruption in the 

dependency chain amongst the involved multi-parties gives rise to serious disaster problems. 

Cloud computing organizational policies, regulations, standards, roles, responsibilities, principles, procedures, 

POC’s, and SLA’s helps to facilitate the collaboration and communications among the involved 3rd parties, 

multi-tenants and researchers. 3rd party’s helps in auditing compliance to standards, of international 

organizations and bodies of certifications, provide the technical expertise to conduct the effective and efficient 

auditing forensic investigations. To institute the cloud effective forensic capability requires affording the internal 

staffing, multilateral provider-tenant-end user- consumer collaboration and external assistance fulfilling the 

below roles are: 
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Forensic Investigators:  examiners are accountable for groping cyber-criminal activities like accusation of 

delinquency. The investigators need to work with legal experts and exterior legal agencies based on the 

investigation types, with ample proficiency they should have to investigate their own infra, and other 3rd party 

infra with the interactions during the forensic studies. 

IT experts: IT experts include cloud computing system,  Inter and Intra network  admin’s and security  experts, 

team of ethical  hackers,  admin’s, cloud security  architects, and other supporting technological  and  support  

staff.  These IT experts assist with their specialist knowledge in holding up of investigations, by the forensic 

investigators in establishing the cybercrime scenarios, Medias and they assists in data assimilation. 

The incident handlers: in cloud ecosystems generally responds to data loss and leakage and break in the data 

confidentiality violation, data integrity breach, data authenticity loss, non-availability of data through denial of 

service, DDOS, malicious code injections, SQL type injections, data attacks, insider/outsider attacks. The 

security threats and havocs should be properly categorized at all levels and spot the appropriate and relevant 

handles at each level. 

Legal practitioner’s needs to warrant and certify that no court of laws regulated rules are not violated during the 

forensic process investigational procedures executed. In addition the confidentiality of the customer’s data other 

than the one victim is preserved. It is also the responsible of the cloud customer while sketching the S.L.A 

should envelop every bit of the legal jurisdiction of hosting the data. The legal advisors should responsibly 

correspond with the peripheral ruling enforcement bureau all over the forensic exploration.  

C. Lawful complexity based jurisdictional facet 

Performing forensic investigation activities in multi-lateral, multi tenancy, in multi-jurisdictional disputes is the 

top lawful concerns. In cloud forensics needs to devise the regulations, and agreements for storing the data. 

Maintaining the confidentiality of the co-customers using the same infra should be conserved. SLA should 

consists of the services type offered, technical support and restricted access granted to end user during the 

investigations, Trust boundaries establishment also it should clearly define the roles, duties, responsibilities of 

End user and CSP for carrying the forensic studies. Also define the techniques to carry out the forensic research 

in multilateral jurisdictional ecosystems devoid of infringing the local decree, customer data discretion, privacy 

preserving strategy. 

An SLA should clearly define the terms, policies, guidelines that may guides the running forensic investigations, 

they are: 

All the log details have service accessed details, techniques used etc, these details should be afford to 

investigation team by CSP at some point in the forensic investigations are carried out.   

1. The trust boundaries, end users, service admin’s roles and responsibilities amongst the CSP and 

service consumers must be clearly defined.  

2. During the investigation, there should be no violations of rules and regulations must be 

permitted, and there should not be compromise on the service consumer data privacy should be 

permitted and it must be adhered in multi-controlled and multilateral environments. Section 1.4 

describes the cloud forensic tools and technologies 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 In this paper we discussed many security concerns, and issues of cloud services.  We highlighted the Cyber 

forensic in cloud computing, cloud forensics and its dimensions, and  Lawful complexity based jurisdictional 

facet. Also summarized the Cloud forensic process and tools, Issues and Challenges in Cloud forensics, Cloud 

Anti-forensics techniques in cloud computing. These issues have motivated us to look into Multi-stream and 

multisource logs approaches of forensic investigation of the cloud services. 
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